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Aluminum (Al) particles are good fuel additives to improve the energy output performances of explo-
sives. Under detonation environment, reaction delay of Al particles plays a key role in the energy release
efficiency. Up to date, reaction delay of Al particles is still limited by the efficiency of mass and heat
transfer from oxidizers to Al particles. To address this issue, a homogeneous fuel-oxidizer assembly has
recently become a promising strategy. In this work, oxidizer-activated Al fuel particles (ALG) were
prepared with glycidyl azide polymer (GAP) as the oxidizer. The ALG was in uniform spherical shape and
core-shell structure with shell layer of around 5 nm which was observed by scanning electron micro-
scope and transmission electron microscope. The localized nanoscale mid-IR measurement detected the
uniform distribution of characteristic absorption bond of GAP in the shell layer which confirmed the
homogenous fuel-oxidizer structure of ALG. A thermal gravimetric analysis of ALG at ultrafast heating
rate of 1000 �C/min under argon atmosphere was conducted. The decomposition of GAP finished much
earlier than that of GAP at heating rate of 10 �C/min. Under ultrafast high laser fluence, the reaction
response of ALG was characterized and compared with that of micro-sized Al (mAl). With the increase of
laser energy, the propagation distance of the shock wave increased. However, the velocity histories were
nearly the same when energies were lower than 299 mJ or higher than 706 mJ. The propagation distance
of the shock wave for ALG was 0.5 mm larger than that for mAl at 2.1 ms. The underwater explosion
showed the peak pressure and the shock wave energy of the ALG-based explosive were both higher than
those of the mAl-based explosive at 2.5 m. This study shows the feasibility to improve the energy release
of Al-based explosives via using the oxidizer-activated Al fuel particles with energetic polymer as the
oxidizer.
© 2022 China Ordnance Society. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications

Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Metal fuels have higher energy densities than explosives. When
added to explosive composites, metal fuels can significantly
enhance their energy output efficiencies and improve their blast
effects, which will especially benefit the underwater performances
[1e5]. It is known that the detonation process of explosive is at
nanosecond timescale during which temperature and pressure
jump to thousands of K and tens of GPa, respectively. Under such
complex environment, the reaction mechanisms of the metal fuels
ce Society
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are far different from their combustion or oxidation mechanisms at
slow heating rates [6]. One commonly accepted reaction mecha-
nism for the aluminum (Al) particle under detonation atmosphere
is constructed based on Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) model. According
to this model, the Al particle cannot participate in the reaction at
the C-J plane; and the reaction of Al particle occurs after the
expansion of detonation products and causes a long sequential
reaction zone [7e9]. Therefore, compared with non-aluminized
explosives, aluminized explosives will generate more heat and
working capacity, but with sacrifice of detonation velocity and
pressure. To improve this situation, the reaction of Al needs to be
early enough to participate in the reaction at C-J plane.
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Up to date, it is still a big challenge to accelerate the reaction of
Al particle, as the efficiency of mass and heat transfer between
oxidizers and Al particles is a key obstacle. To shorten the mass and
heat diffusion distance, the nano-sized Al particle has become a
good alternative over the past few decades. Meanwhile, the bigger
surface area of nano-sized Al particle will increase the contact
probability with the heat and surrounding products. The alumi-
nized explosives containing nano-sized Al particles show better
performances than those containing micro-sized Al particles with
respect to combustion velocity, ignition time and duration of
maximal explosion pressure [10e13]. However, when engineering
Al nanoparticles, they tend to agglomerate together due to high
surface energy, which will inhibit the heat and mass diffusion
pathway. To address this issue, researchers put the focus on the
fabrication of homogeneous fuel-oxidizer composites [14e16].
Compare with physical mixtures, such composites can achieve
uniform and intimate contact between fuels and oxidizers, which
will significantly enhance synergistic energy release. For example,
Al/nitrocellulose mesoparticles based propellants show approxi-
mately 35% higher burning rate with identical burning rate expo-
nent than traditional micro-sized particles based propellants [16].

Besides the nitrocellulose (NC), another energetic polymer-
dglycidyl azide polymer (GAP) [17], has attracted growing atten-
tion in improving the energetic performance of system in recent
years [18e23]. Lima et al. employed modified-GAP to cap Al via
high-energy ball milling technique. Thermal gravimetric and dif-
ferential thermal analyses indicated that resulted particles exhibi-
ted higher reactivity compared with Al particles capped with non-
energetic organic layers [18]. In addition to high reactivity, Zeng
et al. found GAP grafted Al particles showed enhanced energy
performance with preferable heat release rate in the ignition test,
and improved water resistance with static water contact angle of
142.4� [19]. Our group also prepared GAP coated Al particles by
electrospray technique [24,25]. It was learned that the heat
generated by polymer decomposition could accelerate the com-
bustion propagation, and the GAP coated Al particles owned higher
combustion propagation rate than the NC coated ones due to the
higher energy content of GAP.

Although reaction performance of the Al/GAP system under
slow heating rate has been extensively studied, its behavior at fast
heating rate like explosive atmosphere is still not well understood,
which is crucial for the design of Al/GAP based explosives. In this
work, energy release performances of Al/GAP particles under ul-
trafast impulses were investigated. First, the decomposition
behavior of Al/GAP particles under fast heating rate was studied by
high speed thermal gravimetric analysis. Second, the laser-induced
air shock from energetic materials (LASEM) technique was
employed to assess the reaction performance of the Al/GAP parti-
cles on the post-detonation timescale. The laser source for LASEM
technique is usually of nanoseconds pulse duration with fluence as
large as billions of W/cm2. When applied on materials (energetic or
inert), the plasma at tens of thousands kelvin will be excited
[26e29]. Therefore, the LASEM technique has recently become an
attractive approach to evaluate the energy release of metal pow-
ders and mixtures of metal powder and polymer on the detonation
and post-detonation timescales [30e32]. In addition, energy
release performance of Al/GAP particles under real explosion at-
mosphere was characterized by underwater explosion experiment.
The underwater explosion experiment is a goodmethod to evaluate
the energy content of energetic materials, as the water environ-
ment can conserve the explosion energy to the maximum extent
[33]. From this analysis, the influence of Al/GAP particles on the
energy release of explosive composites can be examined.
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2. Experiment

2.1. Materials and characterization

Al/GAP particles (ALG) with GAP of 16.7 wt.% were prepared by
in-situ strategy in the laboratory, and detailed strategy was pro-
vided in the work of Wang [34]. The morphology of ALG was
observed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S4800,
Hitachi Ltd., Japan) and a transmission electron microscope (TEM,
Tecnai G2 F20, FEI Co., USA). The localized nanoscale mid-IR mea-
surement was carried out using a Nano-IR2 system (AFM-IR, Anasys
Instruments, CA, USA) over the range of 900e1500 cm�1. Infrared
spectrum was obtained using a VERTEX 70 Fourier Transform
infrared spectrometer (FTIR, Bruker, Germany) over the range of
400e4000 cm�1. The thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) of sam-
ples were carried out using a NETZSCH STA 449 F3 thermal analyzer
device (NETZSCH, Co., Germany) under 50 mL/min dynamic argon
atmosphere. The test under heating rate of 1000 �C/min was con-
ducted in an open platinum crucible. And the tests under heating
rate of 10 �C/min were conducted in Al2O3 crucibles with pin hole
covers. Al particles of 25 mm (mAl, purity: 99.95%) were purchased
from Aladdin Chemistry Co., Ltd, as a comparison to ALG in the
LASEM and underwater detonation experiments.
2.2. LASEM experiment

A Nd:YAG solid laser (1064 nm, InnoLas Laser, Germany) with 6
ns pulse duration and a laser-beam divergence of a < 0.5 mrad was
used to stimulate the laboratory explosion atmosphere. The
diameter of laser pulse was focused to be 1 mm by a 5.4 cm convex
lens with an effective focal length of 500 mm. The estimated un-
certainty for laser energy was no more than 1%. The estimated
uncertainty in the focused spot diameter was 2%. The laser fluence
was determined from the measured pulse energy and the spot
diameter; hence a maximum of 2% uncertainty was expected for
the fluence value. A flash lamp system (JML-C2, Germany) with
pulse duration ranging from 0.5 to 1.2 ms served as background
light. In the experiment, a schlieren system with 75 mm lens was
used to detect the density change of the air caused by the reaction.
A high speed camera (SIMD8, Specialized Imaging Ltd, UK) under
configuration of 952,381 fps and duration of 50 ns for each frame
was employed to capture the laser-induced shockwave. The system
was triggered by a pulse generator (DG535, Stanford Research
Systems, Inc., USA) under the precise time delay measured by an
oscilloscope (DPO7104, Tektronix, USA). The time jitter for the
delay system was within 2 ns. An energy meter (J-50MB-YAG,
Coherent, USA) was used to measure the energy output of the laser
at each shot. Five different energies were applied to the samples to
get a better understanding on their energy release performances.
The samples were attached to the mold surface with the help of a
dual adhesive tape. Each sample was tested under the same laser
energy for three times. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Diagram for the laser-schlieren system.
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2.3. Underwater explosion experiment

The experiment was conducted in an 8.0 � 8.0 m2 rectangular
pool. Samples and sensors were placed in the depth of 4.0 m from
the water surface. Two sensors were separately placed in 2.5 m and
3.0m away from the detonation center. The setup diagram is shown
in Fig. 2. Two PCB138A10 underwater blast sensors (measurement
range: 68,950 kPa, sensitivity: 0.073 mV/kPa, PCB Group, Inc., USA)
were used to measure the shock wave pressure and the period for
the bubble's first oscillation generated by the detonation. Samples
were all in the shape of cylinder with diameters of 76 mm and
weights of 500 g and protected by plastic bags from the water. The
main charge was composed of octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-
tetrazocine (HMX) and Al, whose detailed information is listed in
Table 1. For the initiation process, a 8# industrial detonator served
as the initiator followed by 10 g passivated hexahydro-1,3,5-
trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology and chemical composition of ALG

SEM image, TEM image and EDSmapping of N and Al for ALG are
presented in Fig. 3(a)-Fig. 3(e). The SEM showed ALG particles were
of spherical shape with uniform size distribution mainly around
200 nm. The TEM image showed the layer outside Al particles with
a thickness around 5 nm. From the HAADF image, it could be seen
the layer outside Al was very thin, which was consistent with the
layer in the TEM image. Under the influence of X-ray diffraction, the
layer expanded outwards, which caused the EDS mapping area of N
spread much larger than the core Al (Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3 (e)). The
azide group was the characteristic group of GAP; hence EDS map-
ping of N proved the thin layer was GAP. Besides, far-field FTIR
Fig. 2. Diagram for the underwater explosion setup.

Table 1
Information of the test samples.

Formula HMX ALG mAl Additives

1 62.50 e 33.00 4.5
2 62.50 16.50 16.50 4.5
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spectrum of ALG showed good consistence with that of GAP in
Fig. 3(f). Three main characteristic bonds of GAP, i.e. CeOeC
(1070 cm�1), CeN (1270 cm�1) and N3 (2088 cm�1) were all
detected in ALG [35e38]. And no new bond was found in the FTIR
spectrum of ALG, which suggested that Al and GAP were simply of
physical combination. In addition, near-field amplitude image of
ALG particle at frequency u¼ 1070 cm�1 was investigated using the
Nano-IR2 system to detect the distribution of GAP on the surface of
Al. Due to the limitations of the Nano-IR2 measurement range to
frequencies ranging from 900 to 1500 cm�1, a frequency
u ¼ 1070 cm�1 was chosen to identify GAP. The topography of ALG
particle in Fig. 3(g) showed the particle size was around 100 nm in
height and 220 nm in width. The frequency u ¼ 1070 cm�1 was
detected over the range of this particle, which indicated the GAP
uniformly coated on the surface of Al sphere.

3.2. Thermal analysis under high speed heating rate

The temperature of a post-detonation area is above 3000 K. An
Al particle exposed in such environment will go through ultrafast
heating process. According to our previous work [39], the tem-
perature of an Al particle smaller than 1 mm can reach to its melting
point (933 K) within 100 ns when the environment temperature is
3500 K. It is important to understand the thermal response of ALG
to high heating rate. Therefore, a thermal gravimetric analysis of
ALG at heating rate of 1000 �C/min under argon atmosphere was
conducted, as shown in Fig. 4(a). As a comparison, thermal gravi-
metric analyses of ALG and GAP at low heating rate (10 �C/min)
under argon atmosphere were also performed, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Corresponding DTG analyses of them are shown in
Fig. 4(b).

According to TGA and DTG analyses in Fig. 4, thermal reaction of
ALG at heating rate of 1000 �C/min went through two stages. The
first stage began at around 174 �C and a fast weight loss of 10% was
completedwhen the temperature reached 204 �C. The second stage
finished at 270 �C with a weight loss of 1.5%. In comparison, at
heating rate of 10 �C/min, the first stage for thermal reaction of ALG
started at nearly the same temperature; however, it did not finish
until 274 �C with a weight loss of 5.3%. In addition, its second stage
ranged from 274 to 420 �C with a weight loss of about 5.3%. Ac-
cording to Refs. [40e42], the first stage for decomposition of GAP
mainly corresponded to the cleavage of N2 from azide group. The
second stage involved the degradation of main chain. The DTG and
TGA profiles of GAP in this work showed nearly the same trend to
that in work [42]. The DTG curve for ALG at heating rate of 10 �C/
min showed two peaks at the same temperature range as GAP.
Besides, the total weight loss of GAP in ALG for two stages divided
by 16.7% (GAP content in ALG) was basically equal to that of GAP
alone. It was also noticed that a slight difference occurred for ALG
and GAP at heating rate of 10 �C/min in individual stages of weight
loss. For the TGA profile of ALG, the percentage weight loss at the
end of first derivative peak was half of the total weight loss in two
stages. While for the TGA profile of GAP, the percentage weight loss
was more than 57%. This indicated decomposition of GAP was
slightly delayed by Al due to their intimate interaction. Case for ALG
at 1000 �C/min heating rate was different. The first derivative peak
point was nearly�1200%/min, which was 500 times of that for ALG
at heating rate of 10 �C/min. In addition to the fast weight loss
speed, the weight loss for the former in the first stage was nearly
the total weight loss of the latter in two stages. It could be inferred
from these results that GAP coating layer would decompose in very
short time under high detonation temperature. Owing to the inti-
mate contact between GAP and Al, the interaction between
decomposition products of GAP and Al could greatly facilitate the
oxidation of Al and hence accelerate the energy release.



Fig. 3. (a) SEM image; (b) TEM image; (c) HAADF image and (d) corresponding EDS mapping of N and (e) Al for ALG particles; (f) Far-field FTIR spectra of ALG and raw GAP; (g)
Topography and (h) near-field amplitude image of ALG particle at frequency u ¼ 1070 cm�1.

Fig. 4. (a) Non-isothermal TGA of ALG at heating rate of 1000 �C/min, and TGA ana-
lyses of ALG and GAP at heating rate of 10 �C/min; (b) Corresponding DTG analysis of
ALG at heating rate of 1000 �C/min, and DTG analysis of ALG and GAP at heating rate of
10 �C/min.
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3.3. Energy release performance under high laser fluence

Sequences of schlieren images illustrating the post-interaction
phenomena initiated by focusing a nanosecond laser pulse on
ALG sample under a fluence of 128 J/cm2 are shown in Fig. 5(a). In
the first snapshot, ALG sample produced largest amount of plasma
by absorbing laser energy. In the following three snapshots, irra-
diation of plasma gradually attenuated while a supersonic shock
wave emerged and propagated forward. This was because the
expansion of plasma pushed the surrounding air forming the shock
wave, which would consume lots of plasma energy [43]. According
to the blast wave theory [44], the energy consumption (i.e. energy
content of the shock wave) in this case was around 774 mJ. It
became more evident in the enlarged image of the fifth snapshot
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that there was an absorbing layer between plasma layer near the
sample surface and the shock wave front. This absorbing layer
supported the propagation of the shock wave by absorbing the
plasma energy [45]. In the beginning, absorbing layer was right
behind the shock wave front till 4.15 ms. With time increasing to
6.20 ms, the absorbing layer became separated from the shock wave
front. By analyzing the propagation process of the shock wave (red),
the absorbing layer front (black) and back (blue) after 6.2 ms, it was
found that with increasing time, the shock wave front gradually
propagated forward while the absorbing layer front remained sta-
tionary, which led to increased distance between them from 25.4 to
61.8mm, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Meanwhile, the absorbing layer back
moved forward causing much thinner absorbing layer. These were
caused by the lack of continuous energy supply, as only one laser
shot supplied to sample at each test. The sample absorbed the
energy and ionized. Ionized sample was able to heat surrounding
air and create new ionized layer (absorbing layer), which supported
the propagation of the shock wave. After 6.2 ms, the shock wave
front separated from the absorbing layer because plasma energy
was no longer able to support it.
3.4. Effect of incident laser energy on the shock wave propagation

The propagation of the shock wave greatly depends on the
incident laser energy. In this section, laser energies of 213, 299, 406,
706 mJ and 1007 mJ were chosen to investigate the relationship
between the incident energy and the shock wave propagation.
Propagation profiles of thewave fronts for ALG under different laser
energies are shown in Fig. 6(a). The results were fitted based on
theory of McKay and Nanai et al. [46,47], as shown in Fig. 6(a).
Fitting parameters are listed in Table 2. According to the theory, the
propagation distance of the shock wave front (s) grows exponen-
tially over time (t), and their relationship is expressed in Eq. (1). The
correlation coefficients for five fitting lines were all more than
0.999, indicating the propagation histories in this work were
consistent with the theory. Furthermore, the shock wave front
velocity u(t) could be acquired by differentiating s(t) with respect to
t, as in Eq. (2). The propagation velocities of wave fronts for ALG
under different laser energies are shown in Fig. 6(b).

sðtÞ¼ s0 þ atb (1)



Fig. 5. (a) Sequences of schlieren images obtained after the irradiation of the ALG sample with a 6 ns laser pulse and 1007 mJ energy, 1 mm spot; (b) Distance from the sample
surface for the shock wave front, the absorbing layer front and back.

Fig. 6. (a) Propagation profiles and (b) propagation velocities of the shock wave fronts for ALG under different laser energies.

Table 2
Fitting parameters for the shock wave fronts under different energy.

Energy/mJ s0 a b R2

1007 1.87 1.99 0.64 0.99990
706 0.80 2.25 0.60 0.99998
406 0.35 2.37 0.57 0.99928
299 0.45 2.14 0.58 0.99911
213 �0.21 2.33 0.55 0.99925
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uðtÞ¼ abtb�1 (2)

In the equation, b is the attenuation exponent; s0 and a are the
parameters to be determined.

With the increase of laser energy, the propagation distance of
the shock wave increased. Under laser energy of 213 mJ, the shock
wave only travelled 3.30 mm in 2.1 ms. For the same time range, the
shock wave could travel 5.09 mm for laser energy of 1007 mJ. With
longer time range, the travel distance would be more significant.
This difference could reach to 2.77 mm when the shock wave
travelled for 12.35 ms. For the case with laser energies of 706mJ and
1007 mJ, the difference for travel distances of the shock waves
nearly kept the same, so did the case with laser energies of 213 mJ
and 299 mJ. Comparing the travel difference between two energy
sets of 706 mJ and 1007 mJ, 406 mJ and 706 mJ, it was found that
although their energy difference were both 300 mJ, the distance
difference for the latter gradually increased. This indicated the
propagation of the shock wave was not linearly proportion to laser
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energy. Particularly, the distance differences both kept increasing
for 406 mJ and 299 mJ, 706 mJ and 406 mJ. The increase rate for the
former case was much larger than that for the latter case despite
their reverse energy differences. For the former case, the distance
difference in the end was 1.63 times as much as that in the
beginning while this value was 1.38 times for the latter case.

The velocities for energy cases of 1007 mJ and 406 mJ were
985 m/s and 974 m/s at 2.1 ms, respectively. The velocity difference
for them was only 11 m/s although their energy difference was
600mJ. However, velocity difference for energy cases of 406mJ and
299 mJ was as big as 49 m/s at 2.1 ms while their energy difference
was only 107 mJ. Besides, velocity profiles for energy cases of
299 mJ and 213 mJ were nearly the same, so were the cases of
1007 mJ and 706 mJ. The velocity profiles complied with the
evolving trends of the propagation distances. Based on the above
analyses, it could be concluded that energy increased from 299 mJ
to 706 mJ would significantly influence the shock wave velocity in
the time range of 2.1 mse12.35 ms. This situation was caused by the
following reasons. The laser energy induced plasma was generated
at nanosecond-timescale. The reaction of ALG initiated at
microsecond-timescale. The shock wave was born from plasma at
nanosecond-timescale, hence the plasma energy could transit to
the shock wave at high speed at nanosecond-timescale and the
heat loss could be neglected. And with the increase of laser energy,
the amount of plasma increased. Besides, the energy deposited in
the shock wave increased with the increase of incident laser energy
[48]. Therefore, the travel distance of the shock wave at 1.05 ms
increased with the laser energy. After 1.05 ms, the propagation of



Fig. 8. Pressure profile for mAl-based explosive composite at distance of 2.5 m.
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the shockwave also depended on the reaction energy from the ALG.
And the heat loss could not be neglected. Hence the energy depo-
sition and reaction energy for the shock waves at laser energy of
213 mJ and 299 mJ was close to each other. The velocities of their
shock waves decreased at the same rate due to the heat loss.
Furthermore, the energy deposited in the shock wave increased
with the increase of incident energy from 299 to 706 mJ, which led
to the growth of temperature behind the shock wave. And the re-
action of ALG was promoted due to the temperature growth, which
resulted in more reaction heat generation. The heat generated by
the reaction could compensate the heat loss to the surroundings to
a certain extent. Hence, the velocity of the shock wave kept
increasing from 299 to 706 mJ. With the increase of laser energy to
706 mJ, the deposition energy and reaction energy increased to
their upper limit. Therefore, the propagation velocity of the shock
wave at laser energy of 1007 mJ showed the same behavior to that
of 706 mJ.

As a comparison, propagation behavior of mAl under the laser
energy of 1007 mJ was also investigated. And the results are shown
in Fig. 7. The propagation history of the shock wave front for mAl
grew exponentially over time with the exponent of 0.6385. Under
the same experiment condition, the propagation distance of ALG
wave front was farther than that of mAl wave front. And this dif-
ference grew over time from 0.5 to 0.67 mm. The velocity of mAl
wave front was comparable to that of ALG. However, with the in-
crease of time, the velocity for the former case dropped faster than
the latter case. The performance of ALG was better than that of mAl
under such high laser fluence was because heat release from GAP
decomposition also supported the propagation of the shockwave in
addition to the laser energy.
Fig. 9. Pressure profile for ALG-based explosive composite at distance of 2.5 m.
3.5. Underwater explosion

The pressure profiles for mAl and ALG based explosive formula at
distance of 2.5 m are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The maximum
pressures for them were 14.4 MPa and 15.3 MPa, respectively. This
was because ALG could participate in the detonation reaction much
earlier than mAl, which would contribute more energy to the C-J
plane. After the detonation of the explosive composite, the shock
wave overpressure reached to its peak value in no time and soon
attenuated to hydrostatic pressure. According to previous study
[49], the attenuation process followed exponential form as Eq. (3)

pðtÞ ¼ pm,expð � t=qÞ (3)
Fig. 7. (a) Propagation profiles of the wave fronts for ALG and mAl under laser energy of 100
wave fronts for ALG and mAl under laser energy of 1007 mJ.
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In the equation, p(t) is the shockwave overpressure as a function
of time, MPa; pm is the peak value of the shock wave overpressure,
MPa; q is a time attenuation constant which represents the time
7 mJ and their corresponding fitting lines; (b) Shock wave front velocity profiles of the
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range of the shock wave overpressure attenuates from pm to pm/e.
In this case, q were separately 84 ms and 82 ms for mAl-based and
ALG-based explosive composites.

Effective shock wave energy generated by unit weight of
explosive formula can be expressed by Eq. (4) as below:

Es ¼ 4pR2

wr0c0

ð6:7q

0

p2ðtÞdt (4)

In the equation, R is the distance away from detonation center,
m; w is the loading of explosive, kg; r0 is the density of water, kg/
m3; c0 is the sound velocity of water, m/s.

Bubble energy Eb is the energy carried by detonation product
when propagates outwards, which is mainly used to characterize
the static effect of energy. It can be calculated based on the work
done in expanding the bubble to its first maximum against the
hydrostatic pressure [50], as shown in Eq. (5):

Eb ¼
0:675p0:40

wr1:50

*T3 (5)

here, p0 is the static water pressure in the detonation center, Pa; T is
the period for the bubble's first oscillation, s. In this case, T was
255.9 ms for mAl-based explosive composite and 255.6 ms for ALG-
based explosive composite.

The total energy for underwater explosion should be the addi-
tion of effective shock wave energy and bubble energy (Eq. 6),
neglecting the energy loss in the propagation process.

Eu ¼ Es þ Eb (6)

in the equation, Eu is the total energy, J/kg; Es is the effective shock
wave energy, J/kg; Eb is the bubble energy, J/kg.

Based on the above theories, the shock wave energy, bubble
energy and the total energy were calculated. And the results are
shown in Fig. 10. Shock wave energy, bubble energy of ALG-based
explosive formula at 2.5 m was 0.2 times, 0.1 times of TNT equiv-
alence larger than that of mAl-based explosive formula, respectively.
ALG-based explosive formula owned higher shock wave energy
Fig. 10. Energy results for ALG and mAl based explosive composites at different
distances.
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was because ALG reacted faster than mAl, which would benefit the
early reaction of explosive and contribute more energy for the
shock wave energy. Bubble energy of ALG-based explosive formula
at 2.5 m was slightly lower than that of mAl-based explosive for-
mula, because reaction of mAl lasted longer than ALG, which
resulted in a larger T for mAl-based explosive formula. In the dis-
tance of 3 m, shock wave energy, bubble energy and total energy of
ALG-based explosive formula were all lower than that of mAl-based
explosive formula. This was because the reaction of ALG was faster
than that of mAl, which led to stronger shock wave intensity; and
the stronger intensity of shock wave led to more heat loss with the
increase of distance. This indicated that ALG-based explosive for-
mula would show better performance in near field underwater
explosion.
4. Conclusions

(1) The morphology of ALG was characterized by SEM and TEM.
The results revealed that homogenous oxidizer-fuel struc-
ture was fabricated. And the constitution state of ALG was
observed by nano-IR and FTIR spectrum. It showed that GAP
was uniformly distributed outside the Al sphere.

(2) The reaction of ALG at ultrafast heat stimulus was charac-
terized. Under heating rate of 1000 �C/min, the decomposi-
tion of GAP went through two stages. The first stage finished
much earlier than that of GAP under 10 �C/min. In addition,
the weight loss for the first stage was 10%, which accounted
for nearly 87% of the total weight loss. It could be concluded
that with ultrafast heating stimulus, the reaction of GAP
could be greatly accelerated, which would benefit its acti-
vation to Al under detonation environment.

(3) The reaction of ALG at ultrafast laser stimulus was examined.
Under laser energy of 1007 mJ, the absorbing layer was not
distant from the shock wave front until 6.2 ms. Besides, with
increasing time, the distance between the shock wave front
and the absorbing layer gradually increased from 25.4 to
61.8 mm. In addition, the propagation distance of the shock
wave grew with the increase of laser energy from 213 to
1007 mJ. Under the same laser energy stimulus, the shock
wave velocity and propagation distance of ALG were much
faster and larger than those of mAl, which showed the
advantage of ALG in dealing with ultrafast stimulus.

(4) An underwater explosion experiment was conducted to es-
timate the behavior of ALG in underwater explosive appli-
cations. The peak pressure and the shock wave energy of
ALG-based explosive were both higher than those of mAl-
based explosive in 2.5 m, indicating reaction rate of ALG was
faster than that of mAl. This study provided the possibility to
significantly improve the energy output performances of Al-
based explosives through energetic polymer activated Al fuel
particles.

Since the interaction of GAP and Al under ultrafast stimulus is
necessary for understanding the energy release behavior of ALG in
detonation environment. As an optimum approach to understand
this complex process, a combination of molecular dynamic simu-
lation and improved experimental work will be the focus of
following studies.
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